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EDITORIAL
By Tanasa Andrei Cristian, Editor-in-chief
-"It's the first day of autumn! A time of hot chocolatey mornings, and toasty marshmallow evenings,
and, best of all, leaping into leaves!" - Winnie The Pooh, Pooh's Grand Adventure

So, after a late short blaze of summer, autumn is here. The leaves are turning, the
blackberries are mostly eaten. So much of our approach to the season in literature and
music has a dying fall. True, the swifts are leaving, and geese honk across the sky.
The mornings are darker and evenings shorter – one definition of autumn is that it
begins on the equinox, 21 September, when dark and light are equal; another is based on
average temperature, and kicks the season off on 1 September – but a flock of swallows
waiting for the signal to go is a wonderful thing.
Autumn is subtler than summer, less overdetermined. It is full of beginnings, too. Even for
those who now have nothing to do with schools there is a sense of starting again – new
books, new clothes, new thoughts; cooler, brisker air. Berries are food for wildlife – and
then seeds on the ground, to grow into new plants next year. Leaves will return to Earth,
and feed more trees. Hibernation is sleep, a conservation, and a promise. What feels like
falling (pine cones, acorns, conkers, leaves) is also about starting again, So yes, autumn is
here. And that is cause for celebration.
Although colour change in leaves occurs wherever deciduous trees are found, coloured
autumn foliage is noted in various regions of the world: most of North America, Eastern
Asia (including China, Korea, and Japan), Europe, southeast, south and part of the
midwest of Brazil, the forest of Patagonia, eastern Australia and New Zealand's South
Island.
Eastern Canada, New England and the Carpathian forests from Eastern Europe are
famous for their autumnal foliage.
Fall is the transition from the warm, sunny days of summer to the cold, dreary, stuffynosed torture of winter. Winter can be pretty with freshly fallen snow, but apart from
that, it’s a terrible season. No one likes to be cold or have a cold.

Wild is the music of autumn!
By Nicoleta Popescu, English teacher CNMEB
"Is not this a true autumn day? Just the still melancholy that I love—that makes
life and nature harmonize" said George Eliot. I couldn’t agree more since fall
always offers us new beginnings and many beautiful days wrapped in deep
emotions bursting out unexpectedly.
Trees changing colors, the weather not too hot and not too cold, leaves growing
old full of light in their last days fluttering in the air from the autumn trees, birds
leaving, all these wrapped in a kind of melancholy ….
So much I love these autumn days! And so much I love the Sea. Combining them
was the best idea for me!
Have you ever seen the sea in autumn? How did it make you feel? What emotions
did it drag out of your deepest self? To me it was like facing God. I wanted to stay
there forever. The greatness of nature, the vastness of the sea - my never ending
love - the music of waves, the breeze, the soft sand and the shells, the seagulls’
voices, the silence! Oh, the silence was priceless! I had the feeling that I am one
with the Universe, that I could hear His Voice. I stayed there doing nothing,
emptying my mind, trying to charge myself with beauty, greatness, perfection.
And left there all my worries and negative emotions. Everything was just perfect.
The perfect autumn afternoon in November.
All I could think about was Friedrich Nietzsche’s words: “autumn is more the
season of the soul than of nature.”

Autumn 1986
by Elena Popescu, English teacher CNMEB
A beautiful, sunny day, just perfect for going out with friends. Suddenly, the
giggles of children playing were interrupted by a parent shouting from the
window: "Cartoons!". Other parents followed.
We all rushed home for, you see, we could enjoy cartoons for only 15 minutes a
week, on Sundays. During those 15 minutes, no child could be seen outside. But,
there was a catch...The cartoons were în English, subtitled in Romanian, so parents
had to postpone everything to read to their children. For a reason I cannot
remember, my parents were "unvailable" that day. So, I just sat în front of the
minuscule black and white tv watching some moving images. That was it!
There and then I decided that I would learn English. I couldn't be at the mercy of
my parents for those 15 minutes of fun a week, could I?
When I pompously annouced my decision, my mum took it remarkably well, so a
teacher was looked for, checked (for credentials, of course) and summoned. And
so the journey began....At this moment, I would have liked to say: "How wonderful
and magic everything was!", but I would be lying. It was fun at first, but it definately
was not a joy-ride. Vocabulary was fine, listening was ok-ish, texts and speaking,
well...not so much. But then, grammar!!! Monstruous for an 8- year old. Present
Simple, Present Continuous and two Present Perfect-s. WHY DO THE ENGLISH
NEED 4 WAYS OF EXPRESSING PRESENT??? I didn't like it anymore....Of course,
giving lessons up was not a peaceful option, so, as any kid would do, I conjured up
a plan: I would become impossible! I would hide, kick and scream and throw in a
bit of garlic and onions before the lesson (surely this was going to
do the trick). My mum's and my teacher's punishment was a third lesson, but I
would not be detered, I would do the same "circus number" three times a week
instead of two. I had become the student from hell. And I did it for a few months,
until one day, one lesson was different. Everything suddenly made sense!!!! I
wanted more and more and more English. I did not realise it at the time, but I
had, truelly, utterly and forever fallen in love with English.

Autumn and indoors
By Daniela Floresteanu, 12 B
Coordinating teacher Celesta Popa

The last year of high school may seem an important obstacle to
overcome for some teenagers who were children yesterday and are
now young adults. And things get even more complicated when
everyone around you puts even more pressure on you with
questions like “Are you ready for the final exam, have you
prepared?” or “What college do you want to go to? You must have
thought, it's time to make a decision.”
Autumn is my favorite season. The
transition and change of weather from
hot to cold is such a good opportunity to
stay at home and focus your attention
on the study. Whether it's preparing for
the final exam, a homework or just a
good book.
Autumn gives me a motivation to stay at
my desk or to turn on my laptop and be
productive. Changing the weather from
hot weather, predestined for fun to cold
weather, predestined for movies and hot
chocolate makes me change my interest
and to invest it in myself.
If only things were this simple… But
they are not. Such an important
decision should not be rushed,
influenced or a burden. Each
individual discovers what he wants
from life at different times. Maybe
someone during high school,
maybe someone has known since
he was little, or maybe someone
never discovers. Good things, things
that matter can neither be
explained nor induced.

Iulia Maria Stan, 12 C
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa

Halloween
by ARIA ALEXANDRA JÂMBU , 12 C
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa
Halloween is a night of costumes, fun and candy which happens only on 31st October
every year. Halloween celebration provides people with an opportunity to dress up in a
scary manner. People have choice where to attend celebration, go trick-or-treating or
remain haunted in houses. Every age group has a role to play in Halloween. Halloween
tradition and celebration has got rich ancient religious beliefs, stories and history.
Halloween celebration was established over two thousand years ago in Celtic Ireland by
farmers. Initially, the Halloween festival was known as “Samhain” by the Celtic farmers
which meant end of summer. This was a time to forget about the summer and hope for
a productive winter. They believed that October 31st was the specific day when the
season of death came into contact with life season and thus allowed dead spirits to rise
among the living.
During Halloween festival, Celtic farmers gave sacrifices and build big bonfires to chase
away dead spirit in hopes for healthy crops that following year. They would as well wear
masks and dress up in skins of animals so as to masquerade themselves as spirits.
In Romania, until 2 years ago there weren’t parties and celebrations . I think here there is
a commercial thing for the supermarkets to raise their income and also for the stressed
and tired romanian people to have an excuse to have some fun . Personally I never went
to a Halloween party .This year was supposed to be my first one but a friend of mine got
COVID so we couldn’t host the party anymore.

Jack O’ Lantern made by Cosmin Ilie, VI A

How to manage self-sabotage and poor self-image
by Badescu Victoria Maria, 11A
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
Considering you’re a student reading this, I can bet you will definitely benefit of knowing
some of the mental tricks and facts about why we self-sabotage and how we can make
the most of our time with a positive and motivated attitude. Even if you are not a student,
I suggest you will read this as well, as it doesn’t hurt to take a little eye-opening pill today.
So what does self-sabotaging represent? Well, it refers to certain negative
behaviours or thought patterns that you hold. A clear example can look like you not
trusting your ability to ace your history test with a good grade, no matter if you studied all
night long or didn’t at all. Are you following? If not, let me break it down to you.
An average human being has more than 6000 thoughts a day. Crazy, right? Usually,
people are unaware of the power that their way of thinking holds. There is such a thing as
a self coaching model, that despite its fancy name, is simply being aware of your own
beliefs. See, you can’t control what happens to you, but you can control what your selflimiting beliefs are.
CIRCUMSTANCE-THOUGHT-FEELING-ACTION-RESULT
Now that you are more aware of how thoughts affect our reality, you can see why
when you think to yourself you’re not going to ace that important test, it might actually
result in you getting extremely anxious during it and risking to mess up some answers.
Of course self-sabotaging comes in many other forms, like actively or passively
scrolling through social media instead of writing that long essay that you have as a
homework. Aren’t you curious why it’s so much easy to spend your time doing the first
activity and so boring to do the other? It’s because you’ve created a habit. When picking
up the phone and opening Instagram, your brain releases dopamine, also known as the
“feel-good” hormone. It’s even more intense when it comes to smoking or eating junkfood, since these activities hold a higher “dopamine amount” to be released.
So how do reduce self-sabotaging then? Simply by focusing on creating better
habits and being aware of the way we view ourselves. For example, for reading to
become a habit it takes around 21 days of you consciously making the choice of reading a
book every day at night. After that period of time is over, you’ll find yourself picking up
the book and reading before going to sleep because it will feel natural to do so.
With that being said, work on your confidence, stop the negative self-talk , build
healthier habits and find pleasure in doing the “hard” tasks by simply going on a
“dopamine detox” (try and put the phone down when you don’t really need to use it).

Taste of autumn
By Apostol Denisa, XI C
Coordinating teacher: Nicoleta Popescu

Hot coffee, orange colored leaves, cold crisp air, pumpkin spice and the sound of
nature waking up. All these things represent some of the best things in autumn. The
third season of the year that paints the trees in warm browns, reds and oranges.
Autumn not only gives us the best visual pleasing décor, but also affects us much
deeper than we think. It effects our mood, behavior, and state of mind. Some people
go through an autumn asthenia. Autumn asthenia is a sensation of general
depression, tiredness, headache and difficulty concentrating. In general, symptoms of
asthenia begin to appear in the first months of autumn and may last until the end of
winter.
The many elements of autumn either intrinsically deliver happiness or trigger
memories of past joy from which we can keep taking bites, as from a freshly baked
apple pie. Autumn is the best period to spend time with your family, small activities
make big differences: baking, movie watching, cuddling, reading together, and many
more activities.
Fall is also the season of tradition. We celebrate Halloween by going trick-or-treating,
dressing scary and watching horror movies, Thanksgiving by sitting at the table with
our loved ones and reflecting on what we are thankful for.
"Live in each season as it passes; breathe the air, drink the drink, taste the fruit, and
resign yourself to the influence of the earth," Henry David Thoreau advised in "Walden,"
and that is the best advice we can follow. Be happy, be present, be thankful and enjoy
every moment of each season. What is better than waking up early in the morning and
enjoying a good cup of tea, smelling the spice in the air and watching fall-related
shows such as Gilmore Girls, Boy Meets World, or whatever you like best?
Autumn is cinnamon toast, early mornings followed by early nights and lots of fun.

Autumn Fashion
By Mursa Oana, XI C
Coordinating teacher: Nicoleta Popescu
Vibrant and warm colors such as orange red, yellow and brown are usually predominant
this autumn. And of course, the other colors like a purple knitted sweater with a collar, an
orange mini-skirt and a light brown coat, with some black leather knee-high boots. I tell you
honestly that I don't really like fashion, clothes in general. A memory from when I was little.
I had to dress for an autumn festival at school, and I didn't have the necessary materials for
the costume I needed, so my mother made me a dress from a cloak on which she sewed
leaves and flowers. So you can also improvise in autumn outfits.
Autumn with all these playful colors that we can combine is very fun and give you a super
mega good vibe.
Are you bored of suits and prefer something lighter instead of a jacket? The women's suit
vest is an excellent substitute for this item of clothing and is one of the top trends for fall /
winter 2021/22. You can wear it subtly and in a single layer, like Gigi Hadid, or on cooler
days over a molded sweater. To complete the outfit with an elegant waistcoat, opt for a
baguette bag or (if you plan to go to work) a shopper bag. An additional advantage of the
vest? The sleeves will not rise under the coat.
Overcoat: Over the years, the coat has occupied the position of "must have" among clothes
for the cold period of the year. Autumn clothing is the perfect completion of the look for
any event, whether it is a party or a business meeting, a walk or a shopping trip. In autumn,
plaid and striped coats with floral motifs will be fashionable. The fashionable colors will be
purple, blue, grey and beige.Many autumn coats have a medium length, but there are also
shorter or longer models. You can wear autumn coats with skirts and dresses, if it is slightly
loose at the waist. For a more casual style you can try some tight jeans with a high waist with
a shirt, or with a blouse with flared sleeves along with some boots with a reasonable heel.
For a practical casual wardrobe, a neutral color palette is recommended, light shades
such as light brown, beige, milky shades, maybe even white, gray and a little pale pink.
And now let's talk about what a man should wear in the autumn season.
The cold season forces most men to radically change their wardrobe due to lower and lower
temperatures, as autumn comes into its own. Many male representatives want to look very
good, to turn the eyes of the ladies and gentlemen, so they place great value on choosing
quality clothing, which will impress and prove that they are always in step with fashion. A
creative outfit, however, cannot be easily obtained. It takes a little information
about current trends, useful advice from specialists and other important things. Let's start
with a simple outfit, something casual for a walk with a loved person or just for an evening
with boys: a white sweatshirt with some dark jeans along with some white sneakers, to match
the sweatshirt. And for something more elegant for an important event, in my opinion, if I
were a man, I would wear a white shirt with beige fabric pants and a jacket matched with
pants and not to forget the lacquer shoes, or maybe some adidas.
So I hope that this mini article will help both ladies and gentlemen in choosing a casual
or elegant outfit for this fall, because we all have to be beautiful. A wonderful autumn, and of
course prepare your winter wardrobe!

Last Autumn
By Daniel Trasnitu, XI C
Coordinating teacher: Nicoleta Popescu
The autumnal smell of freshly fallen wet leaves from the withering trees
fills the entire city. The carpet woven from red, yellow and other warm
colors covers the empty streets. The howling wind creates an eerie
sound as it passes by the dead apartment blocks that were once filled
to the brim with laughter and happiness. The sun blazes upon the
world, even though the air is cold and heavy.
It all turned to dust, nature is reclaiming its former glory that we took
from it. I’m pretty sure I’m among the last few humans left alive in the
world, mayhaps I’m the very last one; I’m not quite sure. I’ve been trying
to survive within the silent confines of what was once a bustling city for
the last year or so, but to be honest, the sight of those decomposing
mounds of meat of what were once people is incredibly sickening. Their
hollow glare with their nonexistent eyes is horrid. The putrid smell of
decomposition blended with the sweet smell of rainy weather creates a
weird combination that is hard to describe.
Survival... has been hard. Food supplies are hard to find, sweets and
ciggaretes are luxurial commodities that are seldom available. Water is
abundant, after all it’s the rainy season. The harsh winter that is to come
with its buckets of snow will make it easy to stay hydrated. Too bad I
don’t plan to stay that long anymore on this godforsaken Earth.
This is my last journal entry for my end is nigh. To those in the future, if
anyone is left and finds this, allow me to explain what has happened as I
don’t have long.
Since last year, 20XX, during autumn times, a virus has begun to spread
among the populace of the Earth. It all began in South East Asia,
presumably within a wet market. It is said that this virus is an unholy
concoction of the grimy and gory dead animals and misery that filled
those highly-roamed parts. The first people to be infected thought it
was just the common cold, the usual seasonal fever. Suffice to say it
wasn’t your usual cold, they had to be admitted in the Emergency Care
Units, but it was too late, dozens have already caught „the flu”. Some
analysis later, a new type of virus was found within their bodies. They
weren’t ready, they tried doing investigations to determine contacts of
the infected, but it was too late. It spread violently across the entire city;
they tried quarantining it, but it already spread to other parts of the
country, and quickly enough, other parts of the globe.

They figured out the viral genome rather quickly, it was highly
infectious. It mainly affected the respiratory system as it was an
airborne virus. It’s viral proprietries granted it a high mutagenic rate. It
wouldn’t have taken too long before a highly deadly variant of this
newfound disease would arise. That ended up being the case. The virus
spread like wildfire around the entire world. Hospitals were overrun,
governments were trying to control the infection rates by imposing
severe restrictions to the people. A „vaccine” was made at one point,
wasn’t effective though. Everyone was hesitant, conspiracies and
universal unbelief in governing bodies was at an all-time high during
this period. Protests filled the streets as the populace tried resisting
quarantines; the law enforcers responded accordingly. Violence broke
out everywhere among the crowds of angry citizens, a perfect breeding
ground for spread.
It only took at most 5 months for society to entirely fall. Order was a
thing of the past. Among rebellious collectives and continuous societal
breakdown, it mutated. The deadly mutation I theorized was very
possible came along and in a matter of 2 months wiped out everyone.
People were dying in the moonlight at the mercy of nature. They would
cry as their brethren would fall before them, knowing full well they will
go after them soon enough.
The bodies are contagious. I’m currently infected and there is no going
back. The Earth will reclaim its glory for it has wiped the cancerous
human race, one which has preyed upon its resources for millenia. I’ve
little humanity left in me after seeing this go down. My friends, my
family, everyone I loved was gone in the blink of an eye. The loss I had to
suffer broke me. I’m apathetic now really, I don’t care anymore. I’m glad
I got to do what I wanted with everyone, I’m truly grateful for it.
I will let the muddy ground swallow me. I will allow the cold wind to
freeze me. I will let myself vulnerable to these forces of nature. I will let
this autumn season consume me whole for there is nothing left in me,
I’m but a shell. I’ve come to terms with it. The silent weeping of the child
can be heard; it is time for you to go. Your efforts were in vain, all that
you did was useless. You did well, I’m proud of you. As I sit on this
rotting bench, staring into the dying sun over the matrix of concrete, I
have nothing else to say for this is my last autumn. My thoughts shall
fade, my body shall decompose. Let the worms feed upon my flesh, let
the leaves cover me in a colorful carpet of warmth. Let my viscera be a
sacrifice to this last autumn.
Thank you, dear friend. I hate you with a passion. Consume me whole
for you have destroyed me. Take me, autumn. Take me to a place where
I feel no pain and suffering.

Autumn
By Ivanusca Bianca, XI C
Coordinating teacher:Nicoleta Popescu
One golden drop falls, two of bronze
In the middle of the night,
When yesterday's star appears
Your absence feels.
You remind me of autumn,
Some September some November.
An autumn,
So warm,
and cold,
Sweet
and sour,
Full of life
and empty of light.
Just like you.

Autumn
By Mursa Oana, XI C
Coordinating teacher: Nicoleta Popescu
Daughter of the year she wears
the fruit of the whole earth
Knocked at the door
to announce that it had come.
And it smells so good
a quince and a must
And flowers of the bushes
and sweet, tasty apples.
On a beautiful carpet of leaves
yellow and rust
She passes proudly and smiles
ripe grapes in the vineyard
Put color in the orchards
and the scent of ripe fruit
put a black cloud in the sun
and a cold rain at night
Put love into words
Put the passion in whispers
And copper colors
Scatter them all.

Drawings By Mara
Alexandra Medelet,
11E

Poems
by Laura Dosanu, X A
Coordinating teachers: Celesta Popa, Carmen Virlan
1. Sad
Days stretch along like strings of gum-I remember things I don't want to
and cry over books in my bathroom,
because autumn is sad
and leaves falling and birds leaving
are not the saddest part;
It's not the rain I dread,
but those sunsets that make me feel like
I'm running out of time
and the sunlight of October,
when the deadlines are over,
but I know there's always more;
The grey sky might be the prettiest thing about it,
but I only see it when I wake up with my eyes hurting,
'cause my sleep is cloudy like the weather is;
Food doesn't taste that good anymore,
sitting in that kitchen I don't adore;
But there's a sunny corner
on this street I hate, on my way to school
and it's the only thing I look forward to;
Warm and homely chaos fills
the space between blue walls
and that's when I don't feel alone anymore;
It's that time when Starbucks smells
like pumpkin spice lattes
and it's kinda too cold to wander around busy roads
while laughing,
but the subway's still warm
and I want more.

2. Autumn for me
For you it's probably the perfect
season:
sweater weather and the wind
doesn't matter,
rainy days in bed reading and
Halloween trick or treating;
It's always sunnier in the afternoon,
the mornings are for the lonely
white fog,
the nights are cloudy so I can't see
the moon;
But you don't see all the
thunderstorms that rumble,
the skinny trees that dance around
my window,
the cold insects that mumble;
Autumn is a simple tragedy,
but you only know the fancy
happiness of summer;
Now the world is quiet in its own
body.

The autumn
By Adriana Tesa Badea, 10 A
Coordinating teachers: Celesta Popa and Carmen Virlan

Autumn is the time of year when people enjoy the richness of the harvest and get ready for
the cold reason. During autumn is less inviting going outside, but there are also lots of fun
indoors activities you can do.

Nature undergoes a transformation and offers a magical view. The leaves turn yellow and
fall on the ground. A multitude of colors is on display everywhere. The bare trees and the
birds that fly to warmer places are signs that it is autumn. The bright sunshine of the summer
gives way to rainy and windy days.

At this time of year, there are festivals where people go and have fun. On the 31st of October,
people, especially children, celebrate Halloween by carving pumpkins, wearing scary
costumes, lighting a candle and watching horror movies.

There are lots of autumn activities that you can try at home. Needlecraft is a great indoor
activity that have lots of benefits, such as reducing stress and anxiety. Setting aside an
afternoon to try to complete a puzzle or to play a board game are other indoor activities you
can enjoy during the autumn.
Even if in autumn a feeling of nostalgia takes over the city, the sun is getting weaker and
lacks the strength to dispel the clouds that cover the sky, there are options for everyone's
ability and enjoyment.

Cold lips and copper leaves
by Eva Filip, 10A
Coordinating teacher: Carmen Virlan

Warm touches, cold kisses
Copper leaves surrounding foreign bodies,
Sad looks in light breezes.
It's cold, my dear, let me back in your heart.

The theatre of life
By Anda Kreuziger and Marina Ene, X A
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa and Carmen VIrlan

Many people are bound to define theater as life. Because we can be called actors on the invisible
stage of the Universe. But, when the masks fall, who will we discover behind a wonderful role?
The path to an acting career can sometimes begin in high school plays . Drama classes can
introduce students to performing, as well as writing their own script, different approaches to
characters, along with stage and costume design.
Teenagers forget for a few hours of daily life, letting their passion taking the place of words, to find
in theater the courage to be different, understanding that certain mistakes can become a form of
originality.
The theater left his mark on humanity from ancient times, nowadays people giving this field, a
rank of the superlative. Whatever your passions are, our drama team, Hyperion, is ready to offer
you a place into the spotlight.
When students want to do more than regular classes,then extra curricula activities are the best
choice. Why not choosing to join a drama group?
”People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how
you made them feel.”

"Cold"
by Alexia Iancu, 10A
Coordinating teachers: Celesta Popa, Carmen Virlan
It was cold when I woke up.
I felt warmth around me, my mind wanted it to be you wrapping your arms
around me as we sleep, but all it was is a bundle of my blankets and stuffed
animals.
I wish I could say my sheets were bathed in sunlight, the sun rays coming
through the blinds shining on your face as you smiled at me.
Instead, I got a cold and seemingly empty room. The atmosphere was gloomy.
I wish I could say my hand was tangled with yours as we were drinking our
morning coffee on the sage green sofa.
My wishes are nothing more than hopeless thoughts, and it feels as though
those wishes summon your spirit.
I thought I felt your hand on my face, thumb rubbing my cheek as I stared out
the window, but no one was near me.
It was quite funny how I found comfort in the strange feeling, but it kept me
going.
So, reluctantly, I hope that every morning I feel your touch once again — even
in the absence of the warm sunlight.

Autumn asthenia
by Marin Romeo-Mario, 9A
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
In these days, autumn is the season associated with melancholy. Besides
returning to routine, the fall of leaves and evocative poems, there are
physiological reasons why their arrival affects our mood.
When season changes from summer to autumn, people experience mood
swings, sleep problems, or lack of appetite. They may attribute this to
stress or poor nutrition, but not autumn asthenia.
Autumn asthenia is a mood disturbance that can result in different
biological disorders. It impacts almost every person on Earth. The
causes of this disorder are mainly the decrease in temperatures and the
reduction in hours of light. The shortage of light is intimately linked to
the production of the so-called “welfare hormone,” serotonin.
On the other hand, there are ways to reduce the impact of autumn
asthenia or to speed up the recovery process of the body, people should
make a healthy and balanced diet, regulate their sleep hours and perform
moderate exercise.

by Grigore Elis Carolina, 9A
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea

Choosing fear over love
during the pandemic autumn
By Sirbu Denisa Iris. IX A
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
The first of November.The sun rays and the outside warmth seem to
contradict the fact that it is the middle of autumn .
My sight is delighted by the explosion of strong, powerful colours : orange ,
yellow, dark red and brown .
The earth smells like richness and safety in spite of the present pandemic
time we are living, witch is rocky and unpleasant .
I am sitting on a bench in the neighbourhood I live in near my favourite
tree a small walnut tree that is very wise .Near him I have always found the
answers to my problems, to my questions.I have named him “The wise
walnut”but I came to call him just “Light"because that is how he makes
me feel.
Look at me today near my metaphorically speaking therapist ,because I
want to know what I should feel anxiety or happiness, because I am
confused .
Last night ,yes, really last night I was stolen a kiss .As a matter of fact ,I
will rectify, as rather, I let a kiss be stolen from me .This sweet kiss rattled
me ,forgetting about the Pandemic .But, maybe the “fault”belongs to the
unreal beauty of the ephemeral autumn .It made me forget for a few
seconds of the virus ,of the fear ,of the mask and it made me feel like a
normal teenager in a troubled world.
Explain the dilemma to me, you, “Light”, my good friend ,for I long equally
for safety, but also for an innocent kiss.
I will come back tomorrow to you “Light”,hoping to find the answer to my
question “Fear or love?”.

The fall when we met
by Ioana Spinu, 9A
Coordinating teacher: Sabina Madgearu
For those who will remember.
Chapter 1
Elena
Gloomy sky, copper leaves, a hot cup of cinnamon tea and a good book. The
bad part is I don’t have the book. I was lying in bed, frowning at the ceiling.
Gosh, I wish I could have a library. Even a small one. My father won’t let me
read. He says that books can twist your mind. Except for those that are about
history or contain salient facts about politics. I hate those.
As an important businessman, he can’t afford to tarnish his reputation. Me and
my mother cannot make a mistake either. I am the only child, their pride, I
can’t disappoint them. It&#39;s just that sometimes I want more than elegant
clothes, Swarovski jewelry and fancy parties. My dream life isn&#39;t like the one
I&#39;m actually living. My favorite book, the only one I was allowed to read, is
“Beauty and the Beast”. My mother told me that when I was a child, my father
didn’t let her tell me stories because they could have influenced me. She

couldn’t understand him. Their fights are only about businesses and
me.
One day he came to her office and put a book on the table “Only this one.
Understood?” then he went to his business. My mother was very surprised but
happy that a good thing had finally happened. After reading it to me for the
first time, my mother gave me a goodnight kiss as she always does. Then, to
my surprise, my father came in “Did you like the book?” he asked softly. I gave
him a big smile “I love it!” He did something he doesn’t do very often. He
showed affection. My mother read it to me every night, then after I learned to
read, I read it myself. My favorite part is when the Beast had a character
development and started behaving nicely to Belle. He even gave her a library!
So romantic!
As I was daydreaming about Beauty and the Beast, the rain stopped. A sudden
thought crossed my mind. The garden. Not even the huge mansion compares
to the garden. When I was a child I used to hide in that garden from my nanny.
Bringing back memories won’t bother anyone. I took my boots and coat.
It’s not just a simple garden with some ivy and roses. It’s cursed. The oaks,
which were once emeralds, put on their golden cloaks and began to rust. It’s
funny to hear the rustling of the copper leaves. I passed the pond, the benches,
the medicinal flowers and I finally arrived at the Great Oak. I climbed the
highest branch I could.
This is the best place where you can admire the landscape. Somewhere on the
dark hills, the smoke from the chimney could be seen scattering in the sky. I
wanted to stay there forever. I remember one day, I met a strange person in
the garden.
“This garden is not a place for a little lady to take walks.” the voice said softly.
“It’s the only place where I can go outside the mansion. Please, let me stay..”
“He might come after you.”
I frowned. “He? Is there a thief around?”

The voice laughed.
“He only had this place and you ruined his hundred- years of peace…or more
accurately, of suffering. So you’re the thief, little lady.”
“Where is he?”
I heard a long sigh. “In a place where he can be free. The curse has no effect
there.”
“Can you take me there? I want to meet him.” Another sigh. “Oh, little lady, I’m
afraid I cannot. You have your…limits.”
“Can you at least tell me what happened to him?”
“A long time ago, a lonely beast used to live here. He was cursed as the one
from the story everybody knows. His curse was different though. He was
human, but his soul was like a beast’s. He was only cursed for a season. Fall. As
the leaves of the trees began to rust, his heart grew darker and colder. Every
year was worse for him. The curse began to affect him in every season and in
time he became lonely and hid in this garden. He always took care of the realm
from the Great Oak and made sure that his curse wouldn’t affect other people.
Many stories were told and the wind carried them all over the world. The man
who was cursed by suffering alone as a beast, but whose soul remained warm
even in the coldest days.”
“Who cursed him?”
This time the voice didn’t sigh “Himself.”
“Why would he do such a thing?”
“Those who aren’t free need to be saved. He didn’t want to be saved, soI his
savior respected his decision. But I can assure you that his savior waited for
him. Hundreds of years. They became so close, but he couldn’t save him.”
“Maybe he didn’t want to be saved. Or maybe…he was the real savior.
A moment of silence. “You’re very interesting, little lady.”
“I know how it’s like not to have freedom. My dad says that freedom can harm
you, so I have to stay hidd ”
Now it sighed. “Locked in the house.”
“I don’t have to stay in the house all the time. I can stay in the garden with
you.” I didn’t expect the quick reply “With me?”
“You seem lonely here. Do you have friends or family?”
A long pause. “I’m just doing what I have to do. I can’t leave.”
“But you could leave them , right ?” Silence. “I made…promises.” “I think you
can break them. I break most of mine so it’s ok for you to break some of yours,
I guess.” “If only I could.”
“What if you can? What if I help you? Will you give me a chance?”
“You can’t help me, my lady. I am the savior.”
“Well I’m going to be the savior’s savior.”
That was five or seven years ago. A foolish child who thought that she could
save a stranger. After all, he didn’t even tell me his name. After that day, the
voice did not came anymore. I continued to take walks in the garden and
climb the Great Oak. If the voice didn’t want to be saved, I’m going to respect
its decision. But that doesn’t mean I’ll stop waiting for it.

━

━

“Little lady.” I almost fell off .
“You finally turned up.”
“And you waited.”
“I’m your savior, remember? And you’re mine.”
“Are you asking me to save you?”
“We’ll save each other.”
“Little lady, I don’t need to be saved…”
“This answer doesn’t satisfy me, my lord.”
A long pause. “It will be my pleasure to be your savior, my lady.”
“May I have your name?”
“You remembered me without knowing my name.”
“I can’t save you without knowing your name.” I know what was about to
come. A long sigh. “Ray. May I have yours?”
“Elena.”
“It’s a beautiful name.” I tried not to blush.
“Ray?” I paused. “Yes?”
“Can I see you?”
“I don’t think that you’ll see much from that height.” I thought he wouldn’t
agree.
“Why don’t you join me?” I could feel how he’s glaring at me. He climbed the
oak really fast and when he finally reached the branch, my jaw dropped. He’s
really good looking. “Shocked, my lady?” I looked away just so he wouldn’t see
me blush.
“Just surprised.” He gave me smile. “Do you have any requests?” I frowned at
him. “Requests?”
“The lord…my so-called savior, had a few.”
“No more sighs.” I didn’t even hesitate. He raised his eyebrows “That’s it?”
I looked again at the landscape. “Promise me you’ll remember the fall when
we met. Don’t forget me after we save each other.” He smirked.
“I won’t, my lady."

By Ioana
Dumitrescu, 9B

Last night of Autumn in a shared apartment
By Alexandros Ladopoulos, 9C
Coordinating teacher Cristea Ramona
It will snow soon and as soon as it snows, trees will be displayed in all homes
and streets and cars will be covered up in white but so far the only white
things I see are the shirt you're sleeping in , the one that you took and that I
could never ask back for , covering you from your pale knees to your little
round chin , the creased bed sheet underneath you , its corners gravitating
towards you because not even them can resist your pull , and the moon ,
watching over you , as not even this giant rock in the sky can escape your
poetic existence.
Outside, on your drying rack, lightly blown by the cold Autumn wind, your
pink shirt along with its, now so familiar coffee spot. It always makes you so
angry as it is and always will be your favorite and now it's stained. The shirt you
wore when I met your parents, when we celebrated our 2 years anniversary
and the same one you wear in this picture right here on my desk.
Next to it, a blue blouse that after so many washes it became stiff and small
and always rubs on your soft skin in a way which makes me want to throw it
away but you wouldn't let me. You value your clothes too much, no matter
how worn they are. You never gave up on your dream of designing clothes,
always working until you fall asleep just like you did half an hour ago, when I
carried you to our bed.
Sitting in the cold night, with a warm light from a lamp on a shelf, faintly
shining my desk and your legs, thin and graceful, only things to keep me warm
are my dark blue pajamas, but watching you warms me up, enough to keep
out the cold until spring. As I'm writing this, you turn on your side, murmuring
an invitation to sleep. Another night where you warm me up but it will snow
soon as it always does.

Autumn
By Guna Simona, 9C
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea

Movie of the season: Dune
by Flacau Maria, 9H
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea

The 2021 Dune film is a tour de force of cinematic sci-fi, a star-studded yet deeply weird fantasy
epic, and a thoughtful and thrilling movie experience. (Source: https://www.cnet.com)
Dune must be one of the most fascinating movies I’ve ever seen. It has such an interesting story,
portrayed by director Denis Villeneuve. His art is a play of CGI (computer-generated imagery),
volume and shots, which will keep you permanently activated. Actually, if you see it at the cinema,
there’ll be many times where you’ll squirt your eyes due to the drastic light changes.
And even so, they look great due to the nice shots taken under the directions of DOP Greig Fraser.
Several images remain my favorites though, like the fight ones or the ones in the desert. Also, the
CGI is extraordinary and makes everything seem so real. You must see it in 3D.

Apart from that, the sound is amazing. With the music made by Hans Zimmer, one of the finest
soundtrack composers, Dune has amazing orchestration. I got to see it in IMAX and I’m telling you,
if I were next to the speakers, I’d probably be deaf right now. The volume in the cinema room was
so loud that it’d scare you, especially in a few moments when you’d expect silence.

The acting was wonderful, every actor surprised me with the naturalness with which they played.
Every single one of them excelled their complex role with such finesse. I completely forgot that I
was watching a movie at some point.

I totally recommend you Dune. It’d be amazing if you could experience it at the cinema, but it's no
problem really if you can’t. In the end, this movie is praised by everyone who sees it and surpasses
any expectation.

Tips for a powerful school year
by Flacau Maria, 9H
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
Actually get your school stuff done by using these following methods, this autumn:
Pomodoro Tehnique
Homework and studying for a test will work best on this technique, which will help you avoid
distractions and exceed expectations. So, the steps are: make a to-do list, search “Pomodoro
Tehnique” on Youtube, select a video and start! You’ll get several work timers, with breaks
inbetween.
Cornell Method
Get your class notes more organised with this method: before the class starts, draw a huge
roman number 1 on the page. That’s how you’ll delimit your sheet into 4 zones: Top (where you
write the date), Main (the right zone, write notes as usual), Left (about 7 cm width, any questions
about the lesson) and Bottom (where you’ll write a summary of the main section). See the image
attached lower for a better idea.

Active Recall
This effective learning principle will help you so much when studying. What you’ll have to do is
write yourself questions based on the lesson you want to learn. Questions about every key point
in the lesson. Because you’ll be forced to think of the lesson in order to answer the questions and
the brain will improve the ability to recall that information during an exam too.
Image Cornell Method:
Source: https://thinkinsights.net

Do you relate to the “Can’t Help Myself” artwork?
by Flacau Maria, 9H
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
Watching Can’t Help Myself is like looking at a caged animal, and visitors interact with it as
such. The work has a darkly humorous side. But however much you dance and shake along
with it, the giant pool of blood cannot be unseen. (Source: https://www.hypercritic.org)
This is a piece of art, trending this autumn, that has gathered opinions from all around the
world. This exhibit features a robotic arm, caged between glass walls, whose sole purpose is to
gather all the deep-red liquid spread across the floor, towards himself.
This impossible task is rarely interrupted by a few “dance moves''. Waves, pirouettes and many
others. These actions create a mess on the surrounding walls, but make the robot seem...
almost human. Which is why so many relate to it.
Many see these moves as a result of frustration and sadness, due to the never ending task.
"Continuously cleaning up the pieces of yourself as you endlessly fall apart, alone, while
everyone watches you and uses you for entertainment," said one of the commentators.
So what do you think? Do you agree with the previously mentioned opinions? Do you relate to
this artwork?

by Vladu Mihai Alexandru, 9H
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
Autumn is the season when all students, young and old, return to school with their
colleagues and teachers. In the rural area, people work all day to reap the fruits of the
land with the grapes waiting to be harvested.
to make wine from them. After they are all harvested by humans, the land is plowed and
sown to plant new fruits and vegetables for the next year.
Autumn is the season of colors, nature begins to change, the leaves of the trees turn
yellow and fall, the green grass dries and the sun begins to heat less and less, the clear
summer sky being covered by black and heavy clouds.
It starts to rain more and more and the wind blows creating a gloomy and ugly
atmosphere, people take their thick clothes from the closet and avoid the heavy rains
behind the umbrellas.
The birds leave us, going to go to warm countries. The animals that live in the forest
prepare their shelter and food for the cold weather, and another part is preparing to
hibernate until spring.
Children begin to leave the house to play with the fallen leaves of the tree and to enjoy
their colors that bring joy in our lives and the spectacular colors of this wonderful season.
Everything around us is colorful and I wish that autumn would not have to leave, but still
the cold winter does not forgive us and comes with fast steps forcing autumn to leave
and leave us to wait until next year when we will enjoy her presence again, the wonderful
colors and all the things that happen during those three months.
So autumn brings color to our lives, it is warmly received by people, enjoying all the
moments it brings with it and the fruits waiting to be harvested, this being a good fairy
of abundance, joy, happiness.

Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea

Autumn, the season of fire
by Smarandoiu Luca Adrian, 9H
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
Autumn is the season of change. Some leaves change
their color to fire red or sun yellow, while others dry out and
reach the base of the tree. In autumn, the weather starts to
get cooler. I admit that I love the beautiful and hot summer,
but there’s nothing quite like in the fall season.
Imagine this landscape. The intensely colored leaves lie
like a carpet on the road. You and your friends are going to
school tired, just coming from summer vacation. After hours,
find a pile of leaves and decide to jump into it.
What a
wonder! Sun also shows its warm rays from time to time.
Such a beautiful season, but also a weird one. I mean, how
does the leaves change color, how does that work? For
these wonders the autumn is special.
Autumn is such a unique season, not only because of its
beauty, but also because of the tasty fruits it offers us, such
as apples or grapes.

THE LEGEND OF THE FALL
by Stan Maria Irina, 9H
Coordinating teacher: Ramona Cristea
I love the afternoons when I take refuge in my room and read. This relaxes me
and at the same time I detach myself from everything that happened during
the day.
The story I read was captivating and yet .... at one point, a wave of light made
me look up from the pages of the book.I got up and approached the slightly
steamy window….the landscape seemed blown with gold.
The twigs of the copper-clad trees leave their leaves in all shades to form
multicolored carpets, the gentle wind brought the scents of autumn, the
migratory birds paddled in the heights, the sparrows chirped in bewilderment
by the last pale rays of light from the sun and the small cloud of plumage.
From this moment of dreaming I was awakened by the crystalline voice of my
sister, who had entered the room imperceptibly.
"Why do the leaves fall in the fall? Could you tell me?"
I looked intently at her bright face and saw a small cheerful smile appear on
her face. She sat down next to me and I looked at her, thinking what to say to
her. I knew she liked stories, so I I thought it would be nice to say one, right
then.
Long, long ago, the leaves hung in the tree in winter, being protected by the
trunk that gave them sap. But with each passing year, more and more trees
perished frozen,I started.
One day, one of the leaves realized the tree's effort to keep them alive and said:
"Friends, our good oak gives us new sap to survive, and he sacrifices himself. "
"She's right!" Whispered the other leaves.
They consulted with each other and in the end they decided.
"From now on, in the fall, we will sacrifice ourselves so that our oak can
survive."
Suddenly, a thick, gentle voice interrupted her and said:
"My dear leaves, thank you for the sacrifice, but I do not accept to part with you
forever! As you said, in autumn and winter I will not give you my sap. But I
promise that every spring, with a healthy trunk, I will send sap to each of you,
my twigs. This is how you will be reborn every spring! "
Slowly, slowly, autumn came and then the leaves became rusty and came off
the branches. When spring came, they reappeared, happy that the oak was
healthy and that it had kept its promise.
And so, since then, the leaves fall from the tree in autumn, and spring grows
back, greener and more beautiful than ever!
My sister looked at me in amazement, showed me a confused smile and left
the room, her eyes twinkling happily!

Three fun activities to do during the autumn
by Pana Ana Mihaela, 9H
Coordinating teacher: Ramon Cristea
Autumn is a very beautiful season from all points of view. Well except school starting 
but, above that, autumn still is very magical, and many might not know what to do during
this time. So here are 3 fun and relaxing activities to help you enjoy the beauty of autumn!
1. Take pictures in the nature:
A lot of people like taking pictures and posting them on social media such as Instagram. If
you look outside, the varieties of colors and the path the leaves make after constantly
falling from the trees, you’ll see an opportunity to take aesthetic pictures with yourself or
with the nature!
2. Tea/coffee, book, rainy day:
If you are a book lover, then this combination is perfect for you! Just grab your favorite
book, make your favorite tea/coffee and get cozy on the couch, bed or your reading
armchair while the sound of rain in the background allows you to get lost within the
pages of the book!
3. Halloween:
As you might know, when October begins, it also starts the Spooky Season. If you’re out of
ideas or have nothing to do, a Halloween movie can change that! At the same time, if you
love decorating, then you have a perfect opportunity to do that! Especially if you’re a
spooky lover there are many cool ideas with the Halloween theme you can try out to
entertain yourself or your friends!
If these activities are exactly what you need, then this is you sing to try them out!

Autumn and indoors
By Sara Apostol, VIII B
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa
When it comes to autumn and spending time indoors, there are two perspectives. The
people who hate it, but have to bear with it until this flow of COVID calms down, and the
people who love it.
I often find myself in-between those two opposite points of view. And if you keep
reading, I’ll tell you exactly what I mean by that.
Firstly, I’m sad that I can’t spend much time outside due to all the restrictions. Autumn is
really beautiful, with all the colourful leaves falling from the trees and the wind blowing
slightly while the sun is still up or going out with my friends and jumping in the pile of
leaves. It’s the perfect weather for sweaters and warm clothes without freezing to death
like in the winter, or dying of heat in the summer.
Of course I can’t talk about autumn without talking about Halloween! The spooky
season is the best season in my opinion and of course it’s not as fun when you can’t dress
up and party with your friends, however you can still enjoy Halloween with a marathon of
old horror movies!
And that leads me to the second part of this article, the hopeful part. Autumn doesn’t
have to be so sad just because we have more restrictions. It can still be a fun season! For
me and probably a lot of people, nothing beats drinking a warm cup of hot cocoa and
reading a book. You can still buy or make your own decorations for Halloween and buy
candy, you can still enjoy the colourful leaves, make your own costumes and pose for fun,
or post it if you want to share it with the world and of course...THE SCARY MOVIE
MARATHON! That’s never going to change and I’m happy about that.
So at the end of the day, whether you like going outside or staying indoors, you can still
have an amazing autumn and a happy Halloween! It’s up to YOU to decide how you’re
going to spend it!

Just make sure you have fun and stay safe~

By Ana Boer, 6 A
Coordinating teacher: Popa
Celesta

Halloween
By Maya Elena, 6B
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa
Halloween is a holiday of Celtic origin, taken over today by many peoples of the Western
world, it spread in the nineteenth century through Irish immigrants from the United States.
It is celebrated on the night of October 31, although in some countries the date of the
holiday varies - for example, in Sweden it is celebrated on the first Saturday in November.
The name comes from the English word, from the expression All Hallows' Even, the name of
the Christian holiday of all saints, a holiday with which Halloween became associated in
countries where Western Christianity predominates - Catholic and Protestant, because in
these Christian cults the day of all saints is celebrated on November 1st. Specific for
Halloween is the carved pumpkin that represents Jack's Lantern. On this holiday, children
disguise themselves as wizards, mummies or other characters and carol around the houses
asking "Trick or Treat?" (Pacaleala sau dulciuri?), As a threat that if they are not given sweets,
the caroled person will be played a prank. In other countries, Halloween is celebrated with
parades and carnivals.

Autumn
Autumn, also known as autumn in North American English, is one of the four temperate
seasons.
Outside the tropics, autumn marks the transition from summer to winter, in September
(northern
hemisphere) or March (southern hemisphere). Autumn is the season when the duration of
daylight becomes considerably shorter and the temperature cools considerably. The length
of the day decreases and the length of the night increases as the season progresses to the
winter solstice in December (northern hemisphere) and June (southern hemisphere). One
of its main features in the temperate climate is the amazing change in the color of the
leaves of deciduous trees, as they prepare to lose. Some crops consider the autumn equinox
as the "middle of autumn", while others, with a longer temperature delay, treat the equinox
as the beginning of autumn. In the English speaking world, autumn traditionally began
with Lammas Day and ended around Halloween, about the middle of summer, the
autumnal equinox, and the middle of winter.

Autumn/Halloween
By Maria Sophia Sorbu, 6B
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa
Autumn is a cold season, so we can't do a lot of physical activities, so we can stay at
home and
spend time with our family.
From Halloween we can make interesting sweets and cakes and we can watch horror
movies in the family or with friends.
Also on Halloween we can organize parties with friends and we can go caroling the
houses of neighbors to receive sweets. And you can dress up as horror characters with
your friends.

What do the animals feel like in
the autumn, nearby winter?
By Sofia Popescu, 5A
Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu
Bear
Oh, finally! I can get those long, three months of
sleep… It feels so good, just thinking about it! But
first things first. I have to go in the woods and get
some food. Mmmm… Maybe some honey… Yum!
Ducks and birds
Oh, I have such a long flight waiting for me and my
family! It will be such a long week… I guess I should
do something for myself, for the rest of the day. By
saying that, I mean to pack things for the first flight
tomorrow, to prepare the children, to find a lot of
food for the road, to take a first aid kit, take food,
and other stuff…
Squirrel
Oh, oh, OH! IT’S HERE! WINTER IS HERE!!! I have to
go in all the trees to get a lot of peanuts, and all the
stuff. Is it going to be fun? Or is it going to be like
last year? When that horrible dog (don’t judge me, I
love dogs, BUT STILL!) tried to eat me, or whatever
he wanted to do… It was sooooo scary, I didn’t get
out of my little home for a week! CAN YOU
IMAGINE?!
Deers
Oh, is it already the end of autumn? Well, then, I
guess I should train my little babies for the cold…
And I also have to go hunting, get some food, find a
better place for, well, you know, winter. We can’t live
in a little hole for three months! That would be
ridiculous! Especially that we are six now! Three
months ago, we were just two!
Wolves
Oh, no! It’s the end of the autumn, which means I
have to go hunting, find a safe, warm place for our
family, and everything… Well, never leave
something that is very important for tomorrow!
Otherwise, you will just keep doing it, and you can’t
stop, and that’s how you don’t have your math
homework done… Or any other homework, whether
you are an adult or a child. It’ just the same!

By Ilinca Banarescu, 5A
Coordinating teacher: Elena
Popescu

My opinion about autumn/fall
By Popa Erica, 5B
Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu
Do you like autumn/fall? I believe that people have mixed feelings about
autumn/fall. Some people love it and other people hate it.
At the same time I like fall/autumn but it’s not really my favourite either.
First of all, I like autumn because it’s very colorful with a little help from the
leaves, we celebrate Halloween and decorate pumpkins. I also like it when my
cousins and I meet up at the park because it’s not too hot and not too cold.
Apart from the good parts of autumn/fall, there are also some things that I
dislike.
For example, when it rains a lot or when it’s cold. I don’t like that because
you can’t go outside and if you do, you always have to wear an obnoxious
amount of clothes to keep you warm.
What do you, autumn, think about us, humans?

Dear autumn,
By David Neacsu, 5B
Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu
You are the most beautiful season of the year; you are the second spring for me.

You lie down three months on a year, you are multicolored, all children rejoice when they see
your leaves falling to the ground.
Your carpet of many colors covers the streets and if there were no autumn people would pass
from a warm season like spring to a very cold like winter and the people would get sick
usually.

You sweet autumn, you bring peace and joyful, you bring us many sweet, colorful and juicy
fruits. Because of you I can smell the sweet chill of pumpkin.

Also, your flowers cannot leave us indifferent by their tenderness, delicacy and purity, Earth
laughs in your flowers and it is magic.

Autumn, you've always been my favorite season, everything fills with the last drop of beauty!

With love,
David

By Carol
Samoila, 5A
Coordinating
teacher: Elena
Popescu

My autumn
By Gherghel Miruna Maria, IV B
Coordinating teacher: Nicoleta Popescu
My autumn is color,
My autumn is love,
The nature delights us
With miracles.
I like to roll myself in the leaves
And I like to smell autumn’s different flavors!

Autumn -drawingBy Eduard Popescu, 3A
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa

By Sotir David Ayan, 3A
Coordinating teacher:
Celesta Popa

By Amelia Giboi, 3A
Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa

By Vlad Sav, 3A
Coordinating Teacher: Celesta Popa

WINTER ISSUE - Coming Soon*....

*For any further queries you may have, address to your coordinating teacher

